
1.Introduction:
Electronic kraft tape dispenser is designed for water-activated (gummed) tape. This automatic packing
tape dispenser features an advanced programming feature and easy control buttons. Equipped with the
digital screen, heater, water tank and brush for adhesive activation, it has a built-in sharp blade that
flawlessly cuts the tape after each feed. The blade is secure and safe to use by an operator. This
automatic tape machine is ideal for use in medium to high-volume operations

Features：

1, Smooth Cutting Blade: Water-activated tape dispenser has a built-in sharp blade that flawlessly cuts 
the tape after each feed. The blade is secure and safe to use by an operator. This automatic tape 
machine is ideal for use in medium to high-volume operations.
2, Automatic Unwinding & Wetting, The gum tape dispenser ensures easy unwinding, wetting, and 
cutting of the tape. Compared to the manual dispenser, an automatic gummed paper tape dispenser 
cuts and dispenses individual pre-programmed lengths, allowing for high-speed packing and improved 
productivity in a busy packing operation. The brush provides consistent and uniform tape wetting just 
with one pull.
3, Benefits of Gummed Tape: The Water-Activated Tape (also called gummed tape) is a strong and 
high-adhesive packing tape that creates a firm bond with a packaging. It simply becomes a part of the 
package and cannot be removed without a trace. Remains sealed, holds properties in any climatic 
conditions.
4, Super sample to use: just click the button to complete the cutting. The width and length is easy to 
adjust, any question during use, can directly contact us for help.
5, Making your packing more professional: if you run a business and ship often, please switch to water 
activated tape system, which will save your time, money and will make your packages looks much 
professional and packed safer.
6, High Quality Brush-After countless selections and experiments, the final wet water brush is delicate
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and soft, and can absorb water quickly, so that each bristles are filled with water, and then provide
consistent, uniform adhesive wetting.
7, Energy Saving & Eco-friendly:Use less plastic tape and more paper tape to reduce plastic pollution
and create a beautiful and clean living environment.
2.Application

The innovative automatic tape dispensers are
ideal for industrial taping and packing
applications. Machines are designed to
increase operator productivity, reduce material
costs, dispense tape to consistent lengths,
reduce operator fatigue, accept virtually any
type of tape.

Kraft paper is easy to apply to flooring to protect
surfaces during manufacturing as well as
construction. Some use Kraft Paper to prevent
fiberglass from being ruining flooring. Others use rolls
of Kraft Paper to protect their customer’s flooring
during contraction and remodeling projects.

3.Product Parameter

Item ECO-Friendly Water Activated Paper Tape Dispenser

MOQ No MOQ. Accept 1 set delivery.

Certificate CE

Size 520mm(L)*340mm(W)*270mm(H)

OEM&ODM Add customer logo; Change machine color

Lead time Please check with sales presentative

Quality Assurance 1 years

Application E-commerce, Gift store, Express logistics

Parameter Voltage:AC220V 50/60HZ

Power: 100W

Speed：0.5m/s

Weight：14.5kg

Paper output range: 10-999cm

Paper width range: 20~78mm

Max. paper roll outer φ：150mm
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Water tank volume: 1.5L

4.Work process

5. Comparison with similar item on the market
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Dispenser from Hazel 4D Similar dispenser on the market
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6. Main paper tape specifications

Reforced length
150m/roll

Width: 70mm
Weight: 130gsm

Reforced length
200m/roll

Width: 70mm
Weight: 80gsm

Reforced length
200m/roll

Width: 70mm
Weight: 90gsm

Reforced length
200m/roll

Width: 60mm
Weight: 90gsm
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Reforced length
185m/roll

Width: 70mm
Weight: 100gsm

Reforced length
185m/roll

Width: 60mm
Weight: 100gsm
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